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Abstract: Compared with the widely used four-pole magnetic bearings, three-pole magnetic bearings
are driven by a three-phase power inverter and have advantages pertaining to their small volume, low
costs, and low power losses. However, the asymmetric structure of the three-pole bearings presents
disadvantages in terms of their strong nonlinearity and couplings among the suspension forces of
the control currents and displacements. The radial–axial hybrid magnetic bearing (RAHMB) with
six-pole bearings is proposed to solve this problem. Firstly, the structure and working principle of the
RAHMB are introduced. Secondly, the mathematical models of the RAHMB are established, and in
order to obtain the radial capacity, the maximum suspension forces of the three-pole and six-pole
RAHMBs are theoretically analyzed. Thirdly, the nonlinearity and couplings of the suspension forces
with the control currents and displacements are analyzed. The radial capacity of the three-pole
and six-pole RAHMB is 74.6 N and 83.6 N, respectively, which is an increase of 12.0%. Finally, the
experiment results prove that the nonlinearity and couplings of the six-pole RAHMB are smaller than
the nonlinearity and couplings of the three-pole RAHMB, and the maximum radial capacity of the
three-pole and six-pole RAHMB is 84.1 N and 94.8 N, respectively, which is an increase of 12.7%. The
simulation results are basically consistent with the experimental results, indicating the correctness of
the theoretical analysis.

Keywords: inverter-fed; radial–axial hybrid magnetic bearing; electromagnetic characteristic; capacity

1. Introduction

A magnetic bearing (MB) supports the rotor in the air without any contact through
Maxwell force, and it has advantages such as having no friction, no wear, no lubrication,
no pollution, easy maintenance, etc., so it is of great significance for the electric drives
which work in special occasions, such as compressors [1–3], flywheels [4–6], gyros [7–9],
etc., In [10], a HALBACH axial passive MB was proposed to suspend the axial direction of
the rotor with low losses, but the axial direction of the rotor could not be actively controlled.
In [11], an active MB was used to actively control the radial direction of the rotor, but
it required coils to provide the bias fluxes. In [12], the permanent magnet of the hybrid
magnetic bearing (HMB) was used to provide bias fluxes, and compared with the active
MB, the structure of the HMB was more compact and had lower power losses. Compared
with the passive MB, the HMB is easier to control; the HMB integrates the advantages of
active MBs and passive MBs. In general, a three-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) MB consists of
an axial MB and a radial MB; it limits the critical speed of the rotor because the axial length
is so long. In [13,14], a radial–axial HMB (RAHMB) was proposed to reduce the axial length,
which integrated the axial and radial MB functions together for compact construction and
low costs.

MBs with a four-pole structure are widely used and are driven by four unipolar
amplifiers or two bipolar power amplifiers, which are called DC MBs [15]. However,
their disadvantages of high costs, power losses, and the limit of the volume of the power
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amplifier have affected the development and application of DC MBs. In order to produce
controllable suspension forces in the radial direction, at least three poles are required,
so a MB with a three-pole structure has been proposed [16]. In [17], a three-pole MB
was compared with a four-pole MB, an eight-pole MB, and a horseshoe eight-pole MB.
The results showed that the three-pole MB yielded the smallest outside diameter for a
journal diameter of less than 50 mm. The three-pole MB could be driven by two power
amplifiers [18], three unipolar power amplifiers [19], or a three-phase power inverter [19].
The AC MB is a type of MB that can be driven by a three-phase power inverter [20].
Compared with a drive system with power amplifiers, a drive system with a three-phase
power inverter is smaller, cheaper, and more mature.

However, the radial suspension forces have strong nonlinearity and coupling with the
control currents and displacements caused by the asymmetric structure of the three-pole
MB. In [21], for a three-pole active MB system, a class of smooth feedback controllers was
proposed instead of the nonsmooth and complicated conventional controllers, and the
feasibility of the controller was verified by numerical and experimental results. In [22],
a three-pole active MB system had nearly linear dynamics through adding a bias to the
coil currents; the experimental results verified that the proposed methods could effectively
stabilize the three-pole active MBs. In [21,22], some nonlinear or nearly linear methods
could control a whole three-pole MB system, but the coupling problem of the three-pole
MB was not solved. In [23], an MB system consisting of a passive MB and a hybrid
magnetic radial bearing was proposed; the coupling force of the position stiffness and the
current stiffness among the x axis, y axis, and z axis were analyzed, and a linearized model
considering the eccentricity was proposed to control the MB system. In [24], an improved
magnetic circuit model, which considering the leakage, cross coupling, and saturation
effects of the 3-DOF, was proposed; it revealed the cross-coupling effects between the radial
and axial directions, and the effect of the axial control current change on the stiffnesses of
the radial force were significant, while the stiffnesses of the axial force were independent of
the radial control current. In [23,25], the coupling problem was solved by establishing a
more accurate mathematical model, but the nonlinearity problem was not solved. So far,
there has been no relevant study in the literature that simultaneously solves the problems
of nonlinearity and coupling of the MBs from a structural perspective. In this paper, by
adding a magnetic pole opposite to each of the magnetic poles of a three-pole MB, the
problems of strong coupling and nonlinearity brought about by the asymmetric structure
are fundamentally solved, and the symmetrical structure is also beneficial to controlling
the system [25].

In [26], the cross-coupling effect among the x, y, and z axes of the 3-DOF MB were
investigated comprehensively using the magnetic circuit method; the results illustrated
that the EMF of the x-axis (or the y-axis) coil induced by the current variation, force
characteristics, and stiffnesses were significantly influenced due to the cross-coupling
caused by the z axis, and adding an auxiliary coil was used as a method to solve the
cross-coupling problem. In [24,26], the structures of the 3-DOF MB were different, and the
mutual coupling effects in the radial and axial directions were also different. Therefore,
it is necessary to analyze the coupling effects between the radial suspension forces of the
control currents and displacements in the x, y, and z directions. At present, there have been
no relevant studies carried out pertaining to simulations and experimental research on
nonlinearity, radial-direction coupling, or the simultaneous coupling between the radial
direction and the axial direction of the RAHMB in three-pole and six-pole MBs. Therefore,
it is highly meaningful to analyze the electromagnetic characteristics of three-pole MBs,
which includes nonlinearity and coupling.

In order to compare the electromagnetic characteristics and capacity of the three-pole
and six-pole RAHMBs clearly, after establishing the mathematical models of the three-pole
and six-pole RAHMBs, according to the condition that the sum of the three-phase current
must be zero, the maximum suspension forces of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMBs
in each direction are analyzed theoretically. In order to compare the electromagnetic
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characteristics of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMBs, the nonlinearity of the suspension
forces and the couplings between the degrees of freedom are also analyzed.

The structure of the paper is shown in Figure 1. The organization is as follows: In
Section 2, the structure and working principle of the RAHMBs are introduced. In Section 3,
the mathematical models of the RAHMBs are established, and the radial capacity of the
RAHMBs are analyzed theoretically. In Sections 4 and 5, simulation and experiment results
verify that the nonlinearity and couplings of the six-pole RAHMB are smaller than the
nonlinearity and couplings of the three-pole RAHMB. In Section 6, the conclusion is drawn.
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2. Structure and Working Principle of the RAHMBs 
Figure 2a,b show the main components of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMB, re-

spectively. After removing the outermost axial stator, the structure of the three-pole and 
six-pole RAHMBs are shown in Figure 2c,d. The axial magnetic flux path of the RAHMBs 
are shown in Figure 2e. The radially magnetized permanent magnet ring provides axial- 
and radial-bias magnetic fluxes at the same time. The differences between Figure 2a,b are 
the number of the magnetic poles and the radial control coils. In Figures 2 and 3, the green 
solid lines with arrows indicate the bias of the magnetic fluxes which are generated by a 
permanent magnet. Starting from the N-pole of the PM, the bias magnetic fluxes are 
evenly divided into two parts to enter both sides of the axial stator, where they pass 
through the axial air gap, rotor, and radial air gap, and then are divided into six parts to 
enter the radial stator, eventually returning to the S-pole of the PM. In Figure 2e, the red 
dashed lines with arrows indicate the control magnetic fluxes which are generated by the 
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2. Structure and Working Principle of the RAHMBs

Figure 2a,b show the main components of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMB, re-
spectively. After removing the outermost axial stator, the structure of the three-pole and
six-pole RAHMBs are shown in Figure 2c,d. The axial magnetic flux path of the RAHMBs
are shown in Figure 2e. The radially magnetized permanent magnet ring provides axial-
and radial-bias magnetic fluxes at the same time. The differences between Figure 2a,b are
the number of the magnetic poles and the radial control coils. In Figures 2 and 3, the green
solid lines with arrows indicate the bias of the magnetic fluxes which are generated by a
permanent magnet. Starting from the N-pole of the PM, the bias magnetic fluxes are evenly
divided into two parts to enter both sides of the axial stator, where they pass through the
axial air gap, rotor, and radial air gap, and then are divided into six parts to enter the radial
stator, eventually returning to the S-pole of the PM. In Figure 2e, the red dashed lines with
arrows indicate the control magnetic fluxes which are generated by the axial control coils,
the axial control fluxes form the closed loop between the axial stator, the axial air gap,
and the rotor. The radial magnetic flux paths of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMBs are
shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively, and the magnetic flux paths of the A-phase are used as
examples. In Figure 3, the orange dashed lines with arrows indicate the control magnetic
fluxes which are generated by radial control coils. The radial control fluxes form the closed
loop between the radial stator, the radial air gap, and the rotor.
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The radial stator shown in Figure 3a consists of a circular radial stator yoke and three 
magnetic poles uniformly distributed along the circumference. Similarly, the radial stator 
shown in Figure 3b consists of a circular radial stator yoke and six magnetic poles uni-
formly distributed along the circumference. The control coils are wound on each radial 
magnetic pole, and the two opposite six-pole coils with the same winding direction are 
connected in series as one phase; three phases of three-pole and six-pole coils are both 
connected in a star connection and driven by a three-phase power inverter. 

Figure 2. Structure of the (a) three-pole and (b) six-pole radial–axial HMB. (1) Axial stator. (2) Per-
manent magnet. (3) Axial control coils. (4) Radial stator. (5) Radial control coils. (6) Rotor. After
removing the outermost axial stator, the structure of the (c) three-pole and (d) six-pole RAHMB.
(e) The axial magnetic flux path of the RAHMB.

The radial stator shown in Figure 3a consists of a circular radial stator yoke and three
magnetic poles uniformly distributed along the circumference. Similarly, the radial stator
shown in Figure 3b consists of a circular radial stator yoke and six magnetic poles uniformly
distributed along the circumference. The control coils are wound on each radial magnetic
pole, and the two opposite six-pole coils with the same winding direction are connected in
series as one phase; three phases of three-pole and six-pole coils are both connected in a
star connection and driven by a three-phase power inverter.
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When the rotor starts to suspend, the rotor stays in the equilibrium position under the
bias magnetic fluxes. Once the rotor deviates away from the equilibrium position under the
external disturbance force, through changing the control currents, the control magnetic flux
is superimposed with the bias magnetic flux at the large air gap, and the control magnetic
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flux is eliminated along with the bias magnetic flux at the small air gap in order to make
the rotor bear the force in the opposite direction to the external disturbance force; then, the
rotor returns to the equilibrium position.

3. Mathematical Model and Capacity Analysis of the RAHMBs
3.1. Magnetic Circuit Analysis

In order to simplify the analysis and create reasonable instructions, the following
assumptions are made: the radial width of the radial magnetic pole of the six-pole RAHMB
is equal to half that of the three-pole RAHMB, and the other parameters adhere to the same
principle. Because the magnetic permeability of the steel materials is infinitely higher than
that of the air gap, the reluctance of the steel materials is neglected in the analysis.

In Figure 4, Fm is the magnetomotive force of the PM, Φm is the total magnetic flux
of the PM, and Λpm is the permeance of the PM. Φzp1, Φzp2, Φj, Φjp1, and Φjp2 (j = A, B,
C) are the bias fluxes of each axial and radial air gap, and Λz1, Λz2, Λj, Λj1, and Λj2 are
the magnetic permeances of each axial and radial air gap, respectively. Supposing that
the displacement of the rotor deviates away from the equilibrium position, the x, y, and z
directions are labeled x, y, and z, respectively.
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The magnetic permeances of the PM for each axial and radial air gap are:

Λm =
µ0µrSpm

lpm
(1)

{
Λz1 = Λzp1 = µ0Sz

δz+z
Λz2 = Λzp2 = µ0Sz

δz−z
(2)


ΛA = ΛA1 = µ0Sr

δr−x , ΛA2 = µ0Sr
δr+x

ΛB = ΛB1 = µ0Sr

δr+
1
2 x−

√
3

2 y
, ΛB2 = µ0Sr6

δr− 1
2 x+

√
3

2 y

ΛC = ΛC1 = µ0Sr

δr+
1
2 x+

√
3

2 y
, ΛC2 = µ0Sr6

δr− 1
2 x−

√
3

2 y

(3)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability, µr is the relative permeability of the PM, Spm is
the average area of inner face and outer face of the PM along the magnetized direction,
lpm is the length of the PM in the magnetized direction, δz and δr are uniform air-gap
lengths of the axial and radial air gap without rotor eccentricity, respectively, Sz and Sr
are the area of axial and radial magnetic pole faces, respectively, the value of Sr is set
as Sr3 when the magnetic permeances of the radial air gap is Λj, the value of Sr is set as
Sr6 when the magnetic permeances of the radial air gap is Λj1, and Sr3 and Sr6 are the
radial-magnetic-pole-face area of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMB, respectively.
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3.1.1. Mathematical Model of the Three-Pole RAHMB

Based on Kirchhoff’s Law regarding bias magnetic circuits, the bias magnetic fluxes of
each axial and radial air gap are:

Φz1 = ΛmΛr3Λz1Fm
Λs3

+ Λz1 Nziz
2

Φz2 = ΛmΛr3Λz2Fm
Λs3

− Λz2 Nziz
2

Φj =
ΛmΛaΛj Fm

Λs3
+ ΛjNrij

(4)

where Nzix and Nrij describe the magnetomotive force generated by axial and radial control
coils, Λr3 = ΛA + ΛB + ΛC, Λa = Λz1 + vΛz2, and Λs3 = Λr3Λa + ΛmΛa + ΛmΛr3.

According to the relationship between the magnetic force and the magnetic fluxes, the
axial and radial magnetic suspension forces can be expressed as:

F3z = Fz1 − Fz2 =
Φ2

z1−Φ2
z2

2µ0Sz

F3x = FA − 1
2 (FB + FC) =

2Φ2
A−Φ2

B−Φ2
C

4µ0Sr3

F3y =
√

3
2 (FB − FC) =

√
3(Φ2

B−Φ2
C)

4µ0Sr3

(5)

3.1.2. Mathematical Model of the Six-Pole RAHMB

Based on Kirchhoff’s Law regarding bias magnetic circuits, the bias magnetic fluxes of
each axial and radial air gap are:

Φzp1 =
ΛmΛr6Λzp1Fm

Λs6
+

Λzp1 Nziz
2

Φzp2 =
ΛmΛr6Λzp2Fm

Λs6
− Λzp2 Nziz

2

Φjp1 =
ΛmΛaΛjp1Fm

Λs6
+

Λjp1 Nrij
2

Φjp2 =
ΛmΛaΛjp2Fm

Λs6
− Λjp2 Nziz

2

(6)

where Λr6 = ΛA1 + ΛA2 + ΛB1 + ΛB2 + ΛC1 + ΛC2 and Λs6 = Λr6Λa + ΛmΛa + ΛmΛr6.
According to the relationship between the magnetic force and the magnetic fluxes, the

axial and radial magnetic suspension forces can be expressed as:
F6z = Fzp1 − Fzp2 =

Φ2
zp1−Φ2

zp2
2µ0Sz

F6x = FA1 − FA2 − (FB1−FB2−FC1+FC2)
2 =

2Φ2
Ap1−2Φ2

Ap2−
(

Φ2
Bp1−Φ2

Bp2−Φ2
Cp1+Φ2

Cp2

)
4µ0Sr6

F6y =
√

3
2 (FB1 − FB2 − FC1 + FC2) =

√
3(Φ2

B−Φ2
C)

4µ0Sr6

(7)

3.2. Analysis of the Radial Capacity

In Equations (5) and (7), the expressions of the axial suspension forces are same, and
the expressions of the radial suspension forces are strikingly different, so the maximum
radial capacities of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMBs were analyzed.

3.2.1. The Maximum Radial Capacity of the Three-Pole RAHMB

The radial capacity of the RAHMB is limited by the saturated flux density of the
magnetic pole. In order to avoid magnetic saturation in the magnetic pole, it was assumed
that when the flux in the air gap reaches the set saturated flux density BS, the value of the
control current is at its maximum, and the suspension force under this air gap is the largest.
Take the maximum suspension force in the x-positive direction as an example.

When the positive maximum control current irmax is injected into A-phase, the flux
density in the air gap under the A-pole reaches BS, and the flux in the air gap under the
A-pole is:

Φ3A = Φ3r0 + Φ3rc = BSSr3 (8)
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where Φ3A is the flux of the A-pole air gap, Φ3r0 is the bias flux of the air gap, and Φ3rc is
the control flux of the air gap, whose value is Nr3ij/Λ3r0.

When the negative maximum control current −irmax is injected into A-phase, the flux
in the air gap under the A-pole is nearly 0, which can be expressed as:

Φ3A = Φ3r0 −Φ3rc = 0 (9)

Then, the expression of Φ3rc is:

Φ3rc =
µ0Nr3irmaxSr3

δr
=

BSSr3

2
(10)

Because the MB is driven by a three-phase power inverter, with the limitation of the
sum of the three-phase current being zero, when the positive maximum control current
irmax is injected into A-phase, in order to produce the maximum suspension force, the
control currents −0.5irmax are injected into B- and C-phase, and the fluxes in the air gap
under the B- and C-pole are:

Φ3B = Φ3C = Φ3r0 −
Φ3rc

2
=

BSSr3

4
(11)

At this time, the maximum suspension force F3xmax is produced in the x-positive
direction as:

F3xmax = FA −
1
2
(FB + FC) =

15BS
2Sr3

32µ0
(12)

When the negative maximum control current −irmax is injected into A-phase, the
control currents 0.5irmax are injected into B- and C-phase, and the fluxes in the air gap under
the B- and C-pole are:

Φ3B = Φ3C = Φ3r0 +
Φ3rc

2
=

3BSSr3

4
(13)

At this time, the maximum suspension force F3xmax is produced in the x-negative
direction as:

F3xmax = F3A −
1
2
(F3B + F3C) = −

9BS
2Sr3

32µ0
(14)

When the positive maximum control current irmax is injected into B-phase, the negative
maximum control current −irmax is injected into C-phase, and the control current 0 is
injected into A-phase; therefore, the maximum suspension force F3ymax is produced in the
y-positive direction as:

F3ymax =

√
3

2
(F3B − F3C) =

√
3BS

2Sr3

4µ0
(15)

3.2.2. The Maximum Radial Capacity of the Six-Pole RAHMB

Different from the three-pole RAHMB, the structure of the six-pole RAHMB is sym-
metrical; it has the same suspension force in the x-positive and -negative directions. When
the positive maximum control current irmax is injected into A-phase, the control currents
−0.5irmax are injected into the B- and C-phase, and the fluxes in the air gap under each
magnetic pole are: 

Φ6A1 = Φ6r0 + Φ6rc = BSSr6
Φ6A2 = Φ6r0 −Φ6rc = 0
Φ6B1 = Φ6C2 = Φ6r0 − Φ6rc

2 = BSSr6
4

Φ6B2 = Φ6C1 = Φ6r0 +
Φ6rc

2 = 3BSSr6
4

(16)

where Φ6jh (h = 1, 2) is the flux of the corresponding air gap, Φ6r0 is the bias flux of the air
gap, and Φ6rc is the control flux of the air gap.
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At this time, the maximum suspension force F6xmax is produced in the x-positive
direction as:

F6xmax = F6A1 − F6A2 −
1
2
(F6B1 − F6B2 − F6C1 + F6C2) =

3BS
2Sr6

4µ0
(17)

When the positive maximum control current irmax is injected into B-phase, the negative
maximum control current −irmax is injected into C-phase, and the control current 0 is
injected into A-phase; therefore, the maximum suspension force F6ymax is produced in the
y-positive direction as:

F6ymax =

√
3

2
(F6B1 − F6B2 + F6C1 − F6C2) =

√
3BS

2Sr6

2µ0
(18)

From Equations (12), (14) and (15), the radial suspension forces of the three-pole
RAHMB are different in the x and y directions, and they are also different in the x-positive
and -negative directions because of the asymmetric structure. Since the maximum capacity
of the MB depends on the smallest value of the maximum suspension force in each direction,
the suspension force of the three-pole RAHMB in the x-negative direction was taken as the
radial capacity. From Equations (17) and (18), the suspension force of the six-pole RAHMB
in the x direction was taken as the radial capacity.

4. Simulation Validations

In order to verify the validity of the above analysis, 3-D FEM models of the three-pole
and six-pole RAHMBs were built using the ANSYS software. In Equations (5) and (7),
the axial and radial suspension forces are nonlinear functions of the displacements and
the control currents. Through changing the displacements and the control currents, the
nonlinearity and the couplings between the degrees of freedom can be analyzed. Because
of the limitations of the auxiliary bearing, the displacement changes within the range
[−0.25 mm, 0.25 mm] and the maximum control current is 1 A.

4.1. Nonlinearity Analysis of the Suspension Force

The waveforms of the suspension forces with the corresponding control currents and
displacements are shown in Figures 5–7.
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As seen in Figure 5, when the values of the axial control current iz and axial dis-
placement z change around 0, both values of the axial suspension force of the three-pole
and six-pole RAHMBs change linearly. With the values of the axial control current iz and
displacement z trending towards a maximum or minimum, compared with the change in
the axial suspension force F3z, the change in F6z is more linear.

As seen in Figures 6 and 7, the linearity near the equilibrium position is still ideal.
With the values of the radial control current ix (iy) and displacement x (y) trending towards
a maximum or minimum, compared with the change in radial suspension force F3x (F3y),
the change in F6x (F6y) is also more linear. In Figures 5–7 when in the equilibrium position,
except Figure 5a, the waveforms are all symmetric around the origin point. The reason for
the asymmetric waveform in Figure 6a is the asymmetric distribution of the three magnetic
poles along the y axis. Therefore, the linearity of the suspension forces F6x and F6y with
the corresponding control currents and displacements is better than the linearity of the
suspension forces F3x and F3y with the corresponding control currents and displacements.

4.2. Coupling Analysis of the Suspension Force

The waveforms of the axial and radial suspension forces with the axial displacement z
and the radial displacement x are shown in Figures 8 and 9. In Figure 8, when the radial
displacement x changes within the range [−0.25 mm, 0.25 mm], either in the three-pole
or six-pole RAHMB, the change in the radial displacement x has little effect on the axial
suspension force Fz. In Figure 9, when the axial displacement z changes within the range
[−0.25 mm, 0.25 mm], either in the three-pole or six-pole RAHMB, the change in the axial
displacement z has little effect on the radial suspension force Fx. Therefore, when the
displacement changes within the range, there is nearly no coupling between the axial
displacement z and radial displacement x.
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The waveforms of the axial and radial suspension forces with the axial control current
iz and the radial control current ix are shown in Figures 10 and 11. In Figure 10, in both
the three-pole and six-pole RAHMB, the change in the radial control current ix has little
effect on the axial suspension force Fz. In Figure 11, in both the three-pole and six-pole
RAHMB, the change in the axial control current iz has little effect on the radial suspension
force Fx. Therefore, the magnetic fluxes produced by the axial and radial control currents
are independent of each other, which means there is no coupling between axial control
current iz and radial control current ix.
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The waveforms of the radial suspension forces with the radial displacement x and y are
shown in Figures 12 and 13. In Figure 12b, the minimum and maximum radial suspension
forces of the six-pole RAHMB are 49.5 N and 53.3 N, which are almost equal to each other,
while the maximum radial suspension force of 87.7 N for the three-pole RAHMB is bigger
than the six-pole RAHMB’s minimum radial suspension force, 53.5 N, as shown in 12a,
which is caused by the asymmetric distribution of the three magnetic poles along the y
axis. The asymmetric structure of the radial displacement y also has a big influence on the
radial suspension force F3x, as can be seen in Figure 13a. In Figure 12a,b and Figure 13b,
compared with the influence of the radial displacement x on the radial suspension force
F6y and the influence of the radial displacement y on the radial suspension force F6x, the
influence of the radial displacement y on the radial suspension force F3x is bigger, which
means that the couplings between the radial displacement x and radial displacement y of
the three-pole RAHMB are bigger than the couplings between the radial displacement x
and radial displacement y of the six-pole RAHMB.
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The waveforms of the radial suspension forces with the radial control currents ix and
iy are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Because of the asymmetric distribution of the three
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magnetic poles along the y axis, the influence of the radial control current ix on the radial
suspension force F3y is bigger than the influence of the radial control current iy on the radial
suspension force F3x, and it is also bigger than the influence of the radial control current iy
on the radial suspension force F6x and the radial control current ix on the radial suspension
force F6y, which means that the couplings between the radial control current ix and radial
control current iy of the three-pole RAHMB are bigger than the couplings between the
radial control current ix and radial control current iy of the six-pole RAHMB.
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As seen in Figures 8–11 for both the three-pole and six-pole RAHMB, there are nearly
no couplings between the axial variable and the radial variable. As seen in Figures 12–15
the couplings between the radial variables of the three-pole RAHMB are bigger than the
couplings between the radial variables of the six-pole RAHMB. The strong couplings
between the radial variables of the three-pole RAHMB are caused by the asymmetric
distribution of the three magnetic poles along the y axis.

5. Experiment Validations

In order to verify the correctness of the simulation results and further analyze the
electromagnetic characteristics of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMBs, the experiment
platform of the RAHMBs is shown in Figure 16.
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As shown in Figure 16, when the rotor deviated away from the equilibrium position,
the offset of the rotor was measured by the displacement sensor; then, the displacement
signals were converted into voltage signals and transmitted to the interface circuit. The
interface circuit processed the voltage signals within the range of 0–3 V and transmitted
them to DSP. In DSP, the signals were compared with the given reference values, the
difference signals were put into the controller, and then the controller output the control
reference currents. The radial control reference currents were transmitted to the radial
power circuit to obtain the radial control current to drive the radial control coils. The axial
control reference currents were transmitted to the axial power circuit to obtain the axial
control current to drive the axial control coils. By adjusting the control currents, the rotor
was returned to the equilibrium position.

5.1. Radial Capacity Validation Experiment

When the control current of 1 A was injected into A-phase coils, and the control current
of −0.5 A was injected into B- and C-phase, the rotor was attracted to the auxiliary bearing
in the positive direction of the x axis under the action of Maxwell force; the Maxwell force
is produced by the PM and control current. A spring dynamometer was used to drag the
rotor along the negative direction of the x axis and record the measured value, named
force 1, when the rotor moved. Secondly, the rotor was moved to the auxiliary bearing
in the positive direction of the x axis without any control current, and we used a spring
dynamometer to drag the rotor along the negative direction of the x axis. We recorded the
measured value, named force 2; force 2 is the Maxwell force produced by the PM. Thirdly,
by subtracting force 2 from force 1, the approximate maximum suspension force produced
by the control current was obtained. The simulation and experiment results of the radial
capacity in each direction of the three-pole and six-pole RAHMBs are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Maximum Suspension Force.

Direction
Three-Pole Maximum Suspension

Force (N)
Six-Pole Maximum Suspension

Force (N)

Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment

Positive x 105.7 121.3 83.8 95.4
Negative x 74.6 84.1 83.6 94.8

y 101.8 114.7 92.1 104.6

From Table 1, because the maximum force capacity of the MB depends on the smallest
value of the maximum suspension force in each direction, compared with the radial capacity
of 84.1 N of the three-pole RAHMB obtained by experiment, the radial capacity of 94.8 N of
the six-pole RAHMB is 12.7% greater. The experiment results are similar to the simulation
results, which proves the correctness of the theoretical analysis.
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5.2. Nonlinearity Validation Experiment

In order to analyze the nonlinear relationship between the suspension forces with the
corresponding control currents, based on the method used in the radial capacity validation
experiment, we reduced the control current in A-phase gradually and ensured that the
value of the control current in B- and C-phase was equal to the negative half of A-phase, and
repeated the above steps. The waveforms between the suspension force and control current
in the z, x, and y direction were obtained as shown in Figures 17–19. As shown in the figures,
the simulation and experiment results are in good agreement, which proves the correctness
of the theoretical analysis. Compared with the three-pole RAHMB waveforms, with the
control current change, the six-pole RAHMB waveforms changed more linearly, which
means that the symmetric distribution of the six magnetic poles reduces the nonlinearity.
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5.3. Coupling Validation Experiment

When the rotor was stable, the external disturbance force was applied with the same
weight, 30 N, in the z, x, and y directions, and the response waveforms were as shown in
Figures 20–22. As shown in Figure 20, the external disturbance force in the axial direction
had nearly no influence on the radial direction, and as seen in Figures 21 and 22, the external
disturbance force in the radial direction had nearly no influence on the axial direction,
which means that there is nearly no coupling between the axial and radial directions. As
seen in Figures 21 and 22, when one degree of freedom in the radial direction was disturbed,
the displacement of the three-pole RAHMB on the other degree of freedom was larger than
the displacement of the six-pole RAHMB, which means that the couplings between the
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radial variables of the three-pole RAHMB are bigger than the couplings between the radial
variables of the six-pole RAHMB.
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6. Conclusions

In order to decrease the strong nonlinearity and couplings among the suspension
forces with the control currents and displacements which are caused by the asymmetric
distribution of the three magnetic poles along the y axis, the six-pole RAHMB is proposed.
In order to obtain the radial capacity, the maximum suspension forces of the three-pole and
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six-pole RAHMBs in each direction were theoretically analyzed. Simulation and experiment
results verify that the nonlinearity and couplings of the six-pole RAHMB are all smaller
than the nonlinearity and couplings of the three-pole RAHMB. Among them, compared
with the radial capacity of 74.6 N of the three-pole RAHMB obtained by simulation, the
radial capacity of 83.6 N of the six-pole RAHMB is 12.0% greater. Compared with the radial
capacity of 84.1 N of the three-pole RAHMB obtained by experiment, the radial capacity of
94.8 N of the six-pole RAHMB is 12.7% greater. The simulation results are consistent with
the experimental results, indicating the correctness of the theoretical analysis.
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